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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper is mainly aimed to realize the functions of managing and monitoring the process of teaching business by 
applying workflow technology to the system of teaching platform. A process flow in collaborative system has been 
designed, built and execute. Management System change into the mode for business process-oriented from the mode 
for the function, which makes it have the function of business process management. Workflow technology service 
provides the technology platform, well contributed to the implementation of cooperative learning. It can improve the 
ability of communication between learners and teachers which can contribute to collaborative learning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Collaborative teaching platform provides clients with full theories and practical systems by enterprise projects which 
is standard and practical. And its feature can imitate the open process of enterprise so that teachers can put books 
into the system out of limit of time and space. Besides, teachers can assign homework or task, make and publish the 
network courses conveniently. Most importantly, the learner can be free to choose what they want to study. And it 
also includes lots of exercises which can be tested by computers. Teachers can publish plans and tasks which have 
the deadline to hand in freely according to it. They can correct homework when they receive them. The system will 
figure up the number of learners who did not hand in homework automatically. Besides, teachers can make use of 
the technology of workflow to answer questions online or remind learners when they are off-time and make the 
collaborative teaching come true [1]. 
 
Aim of study redesign teaching and co-operative platform using the principle of workflow. So it could make the 
Management System change into the mode for business process-oriented from the mode for the function, which 
makes it have the function of business process management. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
 

Concept of workflow 
Nowadays, the workflow technology is becoming more and more perfect, which is applied to many fields. But it 
doesn’t have common and clear. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) is defined as the whole or part of 
process of business to be automatic. During the process of achieving some business goals, the files, messages and 
tasks will be delivered by ruler to make workmates work together better. That is, workflow is a series of interrelated, 
automated or semi-automated business activities and processes of implementation [2]. 
 
Structure of workflow 
It needs the right software system to support in order to realize the management of workflow. So Workflow 
Management System is to support the definition of workflow, and its principle is as follows: Firstly, according to 
workflow process model which is predestined, application environment is transformed into workflow instance. 
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Secondly, we should keep the definition of the whole or part of process active [3]. Finally, we can achieve our goals 
by instance of the interface and processing the external resources required to interact. 
 
The workflow system is made of workflow model, workflow engine and interface of client-side. The workflow 
model is the foundation of designing the whole workflow engine, which is the summarization and abstract of the 
process of business [4]. 
 
The workflow engine is responsible for the implementation of business processes. It is also responsible for 
monitoring, the external application call, task distribution, task status control, data transfer, event triggers and 
notification reminders. The workflow engine explains the implementation process instance. It is mainly java process 
which is executed in the background [5]. 
 
The workflow engine must provide client-side with package routing algorithms. And the engine routing mechanism 
plays a key role in whether the process execute efficiently. And it can call automatically application types such as 
java and Web Service. 
 
Workflow is introduced into collaborative teaching 
Collaborative teaching is the teaching model based on the face-to-face teaching style. The Individual teaching style 
and collaborative learning, aimed to improve learners’ ability of cognizance and healthy feelings. And its theme is 
about learning, so learners can form the good habit of studying by competing, discussing and interacting. And the 
model of collaborative teaching has four styles which are competition, cooperation, partnership and role playing. 
 
For example, learners will act as the analyst, auditor and Regulators and so on during the software training, which 
can develop learners’ ability of software development. 
 
Collaborative teaching provides a development platform which includes some learners. And learners can join in the 
actual project groups to experience roles of different jobs and study the process of software development in 
enterprise so that they can adapt to it after graduated. 
 
Process of teaching and learning should have “flow” Features  
During the common teaching, most of work is solved by some regular process. Such as planning lab classes, giving 
a mark and presenting students’ grade [6]. These fixed or similar business processes in a formal way of the computer 
can handle that, this formal representation called the process model or workflow process definition model. 
 
Technology of workflow is applied to the teaching management efficient.  
 
Nowadays, instructional theory thinks that it can improve the efficiency of learning if students can study together 
better. Besides, it has many advantages, for instance, it can improve learners’ communication skills and team work 
spirit, and the workflow technology can improve the teaching management system greatly. 
 
It can make the right plans by studying tasks, support the idea that learners can study at their own pace, support the 
information management and knowledge sharing, encourage students and teachers to work together and provide the 
function of monitoring person and teams. And traditional teaching management system usually gives learners 
courses and exercises when it begins, while the teaching management system based on workflow technology can 
decide to transfer further learning data by the completion of the learning tasks. 
 
According to the rules of teaching activities, we use the workflow to define the process. All the process will be sent 
to workflow engine after being dealt with. And workflow engine will decide what to do next by the business process 
in advance .And all the tasks will be submitted to performer’s desktop timely and exactly.  
 
Workflow running model  
It makes the definition of workflow simple and clear because it provides imaging tools and workflow frame 
construction without business. A workflow running model is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: The general workflow running model 

 
Workflow management system runs by business process rules, at the same time, it has the ability of controlling 
process. All the tasks are sent to everyone’s desktop by workflow engines which follow the time limit of dealing 
with the tasks. Then faculties and learners deal with their own business according to the menu of tasks in desktop. 
And faculties can choose preferentially the task which is near the deadline by the menu, aimed to void some tasks to 
be delayed. 
 
Workflow management system will record the processing procedure, which lays the foundation for inquiring, 
examining and evaluating. For example, each course will be divided into some chapters and learner will finish each 
chapter [7-8]. Learners can choose the way of studying by the basic process or by themselves and can achieve help 
from teachers, classmates and systems by the records of each chapter.  
 
In the teaching platform design, we create one point of the process of knowledge nodes, by order, parallel, branch, 
loop connecting the different processes into a process. 
 
It can define, built and execute the process of teaching business, and can realize the functions of managing and 
monitoring them by applying workflow technology to the system of teaching platform. And it could make the 
Management Information System (MIS) change into the mode for business process-oriented from the mode for the 
function, which makes it have the function of business process management. 
 
Instance which workflow is applied to collaborative teaching platform 
Now, the designs of workflow in collaborative teaching platform are analysed in Figure. 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: A simple Meta mode 
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Process is dealt with and designed logically are shown in Figure 3.  Firstly, teachers can set a group. Learners can 
submit a business to others in the group; others will correct the business and add some knowledge. He or she can 
submit it to the next. Finally, this business will be sent to the teacher [8]. Of course, learners will also finish their 
cooperation work by themselves in no order. So it can improve and communication for learners on the remote 
network. 
 

 
Figure 3: The logic design of workflow teaching platform 

 
Design of logic element 
Stage 1:  
The logic element which stands for business: Form Task, Tool Task, Sub flow Task. 
 
The logic element which stands for workflow Start Node, Activity, Synchronizer, End Node, Transition, Loop. 
 
Stage 2:  
Data object of the process: Data Field 
 
Synchronizer node stands for the counting of workflow engine, for example, workflow needs to deal with some 
logical problems and these problems are: sequential, branching, converged and cyclical. 
 
Tasks are logic of subsystem of collaborative teaching, while Activity, Synchronizer, Start Node, End Node, 
Transition, Loop are logic of subsystem of workflow, meanwhile, Transition, Loop are applied to transfer the right 
of controlling between subsystem of collaborative teaching and subsystem of workflow [9]. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Definitions of roles are given as tabulated in Table 1. The first operation is using by the workflow teaching platform 
in the background. 
 

Table 1: Definition of workflow system roles in teaching platform 
 

Simulation model variable Meaning 
Role User (Find Bug) User Tom 
Role Developer (Fix Bug) User Jack Jee 
Role Tester (Test Fix) User George 

 
Table 2: Code of workflow system running status in teaching platform 

 
Code of status Name of status bit Description of status bit 

00 Begin When recording the new data, It will save the default state, if the state 

01 Be submitted 
Only the initial state(00) and the returned state(97) can only be submitted for review, and after 
the official launch of the workflow, it can be considered to trial 

97 Rollback Only the person who create the returned documents can logically deleted and re-trial 

98 Delete logically 
When the documents are returned, if the documents were invalid in this document complete, 
executable tombstone, which is a process status bit is set to bit 98, in principle, should be 
controlled to return after the tombstone, the other state should not execute tombstone. 

99 Approval 
Final approval by the documents, making the end of the process, approval workflow engine is no 
longer monitored by the documents 
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Status bit of workflow system running are given as tabulated in Table 2. This marked the status of the workflow 
system process. 
 
The system of teaching platform which is finished supports collaborative learning and creates the functional model 
of business system, such as personnel management, process controlling, reporting forms, managing the rights and 
communication. And it can produce the functional models quickly by setting some parameters, so avoid developing 
it again because the system is different [10-11]. 
 
In this teaching platform, to cooperation between the teachers and students, students and students, teachers lead the 
team to overcome the difficulties together to complete the task. Based on the overall process management, can 
quickly and easily access a particular teachers' current teaching in the teaching process all the data associated with 
the task, the competent department can regulate, students can view the current learned knowledge, makes the 
teaching efficiency was improved. Collaborative learning is a kind of constructivism learning mode. The key is 
under the condition of a certain technology, establish a learning community. Through the common activities, 
generate common knowledge. Workflow technology service provides the technology platform, well contributed to 
the implementation of cooperative learning. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Managers only need to use the mouse to choose or fill in data by using the visual tools. At the same time, managers 
can use the typical process or part of configuration which is user-defined to some typical teaching processes, which 
is simple, quickly and meeting the demand of different teaching processes [12]. 
 
The model of collaborative learning shows individual learning based on workflow technology, which is open, 
sharing and interactive [13]. And it can improve the ability of communication between learners or between learners 
and teachers by combining electronic messages, which can contribute to collaborative learning and resource sharing. 
From now on, our system will improve from the following points: the workflow model which is faced to business 
perfect. It deal simply with complicated problems; make it more flexible, which can adapt to the stronger business 
process. 
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